Are heat shock proteins involved in autoimmunity?
Heat shock proteins (HSPs) have been postulated to be critical antigens in both autoimmune disease and experimental models of autoimmunity. This postulate has been largely based on the remarkable conservation of aminoacid sequence between human and bacterial HSPs, so that it has been argued that immune responses initially directed against the HSP of an infectious agent, would have the potential to initiate or maintain autoimmune disease. This would apply especially to T cell recognition of HSPs, since the T cell focuses on short peptide epitopes within a protein antigen rather than on the antigen's secondary structure. This article critically evaluates the available experimental evidence relating to this hypothesis: although research has clearly highlighted the central role of HSPs in the cellular immune response to pathogenic organisms and has shown the potential for T cell responses directed against self HSPs, a role for self HSPs as major target antigens in autoimmune disease has yet to be firmly established.